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par

H. Hatton

Résumé

On a écrit ce programme pour calculer les futurs besoins
en ressources de la portion nucléaire d'un système électrogène.

A partir d'une projection donnée de demande d'énergie
totale, le programme calcule la croissance requise du système
électrogêne, le système nucléaire total et la partie fournie
par des réacteurs utilisant un cycle de combustible avancé
par application successive de la formule de pénétration
Fisher/Pry.

Plusieurs options sont disponibles. Elles comprennent
les possibilités suivantes:

(i) changer le taux de croissance de n'importe quelle
partie du système;

(ii) changer les caractéristiques des réacteurs;

(iii) inclure les effets de la mise hors service des réacteurs
à la fin de la vie calculée pour eux;

(iv) faire varier la date d'introduction des réacteurs,
avancés;

(v) limiter la quantité d'uranium naturel disponible
annuellement.

Les résultats donnent l'historique de la croissance du
système nucléaire et des besoins en matière d'extraction
d'uranium et de retraitement du combustible.

Les résultats peuvent être obtenus soit sous forme de
tableaux de nombres ou de graphiques avec tracés transversaux
pour comparer les systèmes â réacteur, soit sous forme de
scénarios énergétiques globaux.
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ABSTRACT

The program has been written to calculate the future resource
requirements for the nuclear portion of an electricity generating system.

Starti <,-. ij a given total energy demand projection the program
calculates tr. .-quired growth of the electrical generating system, the
total nuclear system and the portion provided by reactors using an
advanced fuel cycle by successive application of the Fisher/Pry
penetration formula.

Several options are available. These include the ability to

(i) change the growth rates of any part of the system

(ii) change the characteristics of the reactors

(iii) include the effects of decommissioning reactors at the end of
their design lifetimes

(iv) vary the date of introduction of advanced reactors

(v) limit the amount of natural uranium available annually.

The output gives the history of the growth of the nuclear system and
the uranium mining and fuel reprocessing requirements.

The output can be obtained either as tables of numbers or graphs with
crossplots to compare reactor systems or total energy scenarios.
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INTRODUCTION

The program starts from a given total energy demand scenario and

successively applies the Fisher/Pry penetration model to calculate the

size of the electrical generating system, then the amount of electrical

energy generated by the total nuclear system and then that portion

generated by advanced reactors. Calculations are then made of the amounts

of fuel required, the amount of reprocessing required and the building

rate of converter reactors.

Options are available to:

(i) change the penetration rates of electricity into the total

energy market, nuclear generation into the electricity

generating system and the penetration of advanced reactors into

the nuclear system

(ii) change the characteristics of the reactors

(iii) change the year of introduction of advanced reactors
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(iv) include the effects of decommissioning of converter reactors and

to vary the design lifetime of these reactors,

(v) limit the natural uranium mining rate.

The printed output (if requested) is given in two parts. The first

gives, in exajoules (and, where appropriate, gigawatts with an assumed

load factor of 80%), the magnitudes of

(i) the total energy demand

(ii) the total electrical generating system

(iii) the total nuclear system

(iv) the converter reactor system

(v) the advanced reactor system

The second part gives the resource requirements and the converter

building rate for the nuclear system.

The results may also be obtained as a series of plots:

(i) for each scenario alone

(ii) to compare scenarios for one advanced reactor type
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(iii) to compare the effects of differing advanced reactors for one

scenario.

(iv) uranium and plutonium requirements for a range of penetration

rates of advanced reactors into the nuclear system. Either the

printed output or the plotted output may be suppressed.

BASIC EQUATIONS:

The Penetration Model

The foundation of all the calculations in the program is the

penetration model, suggested by Fisher and Pry' ' to describe

industrial change. They found that, in a large number of cases covering

an extremely wide range of products, a new product will displace an

existing one at a fractional rate proportional to the amount of the

original product remaining to be displaced. Their model was based on

three assumptions:

1. Many technological advances can be considered as competitive

substitutions of one method of satisfying a need for another.

2. If a substitution has progressed as far as a few percent of the

total consumption, it will proceed to completion.

3. The fractional rate of fractional substitution of new for old is ,

proportional to the remaining amount of the old to be substituted

i.e.,

1 df
f -o(l-f) (1)



where f = fraction of market taken up by the new product cr process

a = penetration parameter

(= the exponential growth rate of the new process at the

beginning of substitution).

Fisher and Pry applied this model to a wide range of products and

technologies, e.g., the substitution of synthetics for natural rubber,

margarine for butter, detergents for natural soaps and many others.

Initially, when the fraction f is small, it grows exponentially at a

rate which would depend, for example, on normal commercial limitations to

the introduction of a new technology, such as the transfer of capital and

effort from one technology to another. As the fraction f increases, the

term (1-f) becomes increasingly more important and, of course, ensures

that f does not exceed unity when the new product would be supplying the

entire market.

The solution of equation 1 is

f = (1 + exp [a(ti-t)])"1

(2)

= [1 + K exp{- t)]" 1

where

k = exp(at4)

tj = time at which f = i, i.e., when the new product has captured

one half of the total market

When t is zero the initial fraction is

f0 = (1+K)'
1 (3)

and the fractional growth (given by equation 1) is almost exponential at a

rate equal to a, since f0 i s , in general, negligible.
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As the fraction of the market captured by the new product increases

the fractional growth rate of new product (1/f.df/dt) declines. At t = ti

the growth rate is 0.5 and as f approaches 1 it approaches zero. The

growth rate of f (=df/dt) = f(l-f) reaches its maximum value of 0.25 when

f = 0.5.

Figure la shows the increase in f with time and figure 15 shows the

variation in the rate of change of f.

If the market is increasing in size the Fisher/Pry model can still be

applied.

Let Y be the total market = e e t

X be the amount of market captured by the new product
f = fraction of market captured = x/y

Now equations 1 and 2 still apply, i.e.,

7 dt

f = (l+Ke01*)"1

so that X = eSt/(l+Ke'at) (4)

an -nj- = growth rate of the new product

= SX +aX(l-f) (5)

It can be shown that, to avoid a minimum occurring in the value of the
growth rate, the maximum value of the penetration rate is given by
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a m a x = 23C/2-1)"1 (6)

The main features of the Fisher/Pry penetration model applied to an
exponentially increasing market are shown in figures 2 to 4.

In all these cases a is fixed at 15%, ti = 30. Figure 3a shows the
total market and that part captured by the new product (i.e., Y and X,
respectively) for 6 0 = 0.5 a(/2-l). Figure 3b shows the growth rate of
the new product.

For figure 2 0 = 0.8 S Q

For figure 4 B = 1.2 3 0

When a is high, relative to 3, in figure 2, the growth rate of the
new product actually decreases after the initial growth, whereas, when
is smaller, in figure 4, it continues to increase, although at a reduced
rate.

In applying the model to calculate the growth of nuclear power some
adjustments have had to be made. It is clear that the premise in

assumption 2 (i.e., that nuclear power has shown itself to be competitive
and viable enough to account for a few per cent of the total electrical
generation) has been satisfied but it is not likely that it will
eventually take over the complete market. Therefore some limit must be
set to the ultimate fraction of the total electrical generating capacity
that can be nuclear. Similarly with regard to the substitution by other
forms of energy: clearly there is a substantial amount of the total
energy used for transportation that is unlikely to be penetrated by
electricity. There, again, we will set a limit to the fraction of the
total energy that can be electrical. The basic equation used in the
program to calculate the value of the "new" product X penetrating a market
Y is
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X = Y.ABeat/(l+Aeat) (7)

where

a = penetration rate

A = a constant which can be determined either from the early history

or from a known value of t±

= exp(-ati)

B = maximum fraction of Y that can be captured by X

f0 = i n i t i a l fraction

t j = time at which X = 0.5 YB.

Now i f Y is constant the rate of increase of X is

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

For a given total energy demand over a given period of time the

penetration formula is applied successively to calculate, at yearly

intervals:

(i) the total electrical generating capacity required

(ii) the total nuclear generating system

(iii) the total advanced reactor system



The rates of change of the two components of the nuclear system (i.e.,

converters and advanced reactors) given by the penetration results may be

altered by other considerations, such as

(a) decommissioning of converters

(b) limitations on the rate of supply of fuel, either uranium or

Plutonium.

Three options are available for the method of implementing the

decommissioning of converter reactors which will affect the composition of

the nuclear system. These are

(i) retirement of converters at the end of their design lifetime can be

ignored so that the results of the penetration calculations are unchanged.

This scheme is appropriate for the case of an advanced fuel cycle that can

be used with the converter reactor design without modification.

(ii) no converter may be retired until it has reached the end of its

design lifetime even though the penetration results may demand such a

reduction.

(iii) once the converter system begins to decrease in size no more

converters to be built even though the penetration results may demand

such an increase.

The program calculates the amounts of natural uranium required and the

amount of plutonium obtained from the converter system. If a limit is

imposed on the rate at which uranium is available (a limited mining rate)

then the rate of increase of the converter system is adjusted to ensure

that this limit is not exceeded.
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If the advanced reactor system requires plutonium the amount

available is checked. If sufficient plutonium is not available then the

increment in the advanced reactor system is reduced accordingly.

If either of the above two limitations is imposed then any decrease

in the increment of one of the components is compensated by a

corresponding increase in the other. If both limits are reached then the

increase of the total nuclear system, and hence the total energy system,

is limited.

The program consists of a main program and 15 subroutines. A short

description of the function of these follows.

1. FURST: This is the main program in which a small amount of the input

data is read in; the precise details depend on the type of reactors

being investigated and the type of output required. The main

function is to control the calling of the required subroutines.

2. OATIN: in which the bulk of the data are read in and the total

energy demand for each year in the specified range is interpolated

from the input.

3. PENET: in which the penetration calculations are performed using

equation 7.

4. DECOM: in which the effect of the chosen decommissioning scheme and

the required rate of installation of converter reactors are

calculated.
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5. ULT: which is called if the uranium supply is limited to calculate a
smooth transition to the specified limit.

6. PLUTE: in which the stockpile of plutonium is calculated and the

increment of advanced reactors and the installation rate of

converters are modified if necessary.

7. REQ: in which the natural uranium, fuel reprocessing or SWU

requirements are calculated. The uranium commitments are based on

the assumption that once a reactor requiring uranium is installed, it

is committed to using uranium for the whole of its design lifetime.

This assumption conflicts with the assumed interchangeability of

converters and advanced reactors implied when decommissioning effects

are ignored so that the commitments obtained for this case are only

approximate.

8. STORE: in which all the results are stored in arrays to be used in

the plotting routines required for the output requested.

9. OUTP: in which the results are printed.

10. PLOTTS: is a plotting routine called by PTWO, PTHREE and PFIVE.

11. PONE: gives plots of all the results against time for each energy

demand scenario submitted.

12. PTWO: gives cross plots, for one scenario, of 4 or 5 reactor types.

(i) converters only

(ii) advanced reactor using a high burnup thorium fuel cycle with

plutonium topping
(ill) advanced reactor using a self-sufficient thorium cycle
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(iv) fast breeder

(v) advanced reactor using a low enrichment U-235 fuel or thorium
cycle with U-235.

13. PTHREE: gives crossplots, for one advanced reactor system,of up to 5
energy demand scenarios.

14. PFOUR: gives, for one scenario with one advanced reactor system,

plots of plutonium requirements against uranium requirements for a

series of penetration rates of the advanced reactor system

(from 2% to 24% in steps of 2%).

15. PFIVE: is similar to PTWO with the titles and labels in the plots

designed for four advanced reactor types:

(i) converters only

(ii) an advanced reactor using low enrichment U-235 fuel

(iii) an advanced reactor using a normal thorium cycle with enriched

U-235 topping

(iv) an advanced reactor using a denatured thorium cycle.

16. PSIX: is available to be programmed by the user for any output not

already included.

INPUT REQUIRED BY THE PROGRAM

The data required by the program are read in on 9 or 10 series of

cards. In this section we give the details of these cards and a brief

explanation of the purpose of the parameters.
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CARD NO. 1 ITYPE, MTOT Format 215

ITYPE defines the type of output required from the program.

ITYPE=O or blank gives pr inted output only.

ITYPE=1 gives plots of a l l the resul ts against time for each scenario

submitted (using the subroutine PONE).

ITYPE=2 gives cross p lots of 4 or 5 reactor systems for each

scenario. The headings defined in the p l o t t i n g subroutine

(PTWO) require the reactor charac te r i s t i cs (cards No. 9) to

be given in the fo l lowing order

( i ) converter reactors only (by def in ing the year of

in t roduct ion of the advanced reactor system to be I s t e r

than the end of the range of the ca lcu la t ions)

( i i ) high burnup thorium cycle using plutonium topping

( i i i ) self-suff ic ient thorium cycle

(iv) breeder reactor

(v) any advanced reactor using enriched U-235

ITYPE=3 gives cross plots of the results for al l scenarios submitted

(up to a maximum of 5) for a given advanced reactor system

(subroutine PTHREE). This system should be the same for a l l

scenarios.
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I77PE=4 gives, for one scenario with one advanced reactor system,

plots of the cumulative uranium requirements against the

cumulative amount of plutonium required for 12 values of the

penetration rate of the advanced system, i .e . , from 2% to

24%.

ITYPE=5 gives crossplots similar to those obtained with ITYPE=2. In

this case the t i t l e s and labels on the plots are designed for

the following reactors.

( i ) converters only

( i i ) an advanced reactor using a low enrichment U-235 fuel

( i n ) a standard thorium cycle using U-235 topping

(iv) a denatured thorium cycle

ITYPE=6 for any future output required by the user that is not

already included subroutine PSIX must be written by the user.

A negative value for ITYPE suppresses the printed output.

MTOT is a parameter used when ITYP£=1. I f i t 's given a value other

than zero then the total energy demand wi l l be included in the plots

CARD NO. 2 YSTAR, YEND, RLIFE, H Format 4F10.0.1I2

YSTAR is the year at which the calculations begin.

YEND is the year when calculations end.

The plots give results up to YEND-1O.
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RLIFE is the converter reactor design l i fet ime {the default value

is 30 years).

H is the interval between values of total energy demand to be

given. (The default value is 5 years).

I f H is negative then the absolute value of H gives the percentage

increase in annual tota l energy demand.

CARD NO. 3 FTITLE Format 6A10

FTITLE is the users t i t l e for the scenario

CARD NO. 4 EIN Format 8F10.0

EIN is an array in which the user gives the total energy demand

every H years, start ing at YSTAR, e.g. , to cover 80 years

with H=5 requires 17 values of EIN. (=(YEND-YSTAR)/H+1)

I f H is negative then card 4 gives the magnitude of total energy

demand in year YSTAR.

CARD NO. 5 A, B, ALPHA Format 3F10.0

A, B and ALPHA are the constants required to calculate the total

e lectr ical energy demand from the tota l energy demand (defined in

equation 7).

CARD NO. 6 C, D, BETA Format 3 F 1 0 . 0

These are the constants required to calculate the penetration of the

electrical generating market by nuclear power.
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CARD NO. 7 EBIN, FM, GAMMA Format 3F10.0

These are the constants required to calculate the penetration of the

nuclear system by advanced realtors.

CARD NO. 8 XMU, XNU, ULIM Format 3F10.0

XMU and XNU are required to calculate the uranium requirements.

XMU is the annual amount (in tonnes) of natural uranium used per

electrical exajoule of energy from converter reactors.

XNU is the initial inventory (in tonnes) of natural uranium per

electrical exajoule of energy from converter reactors.

ULIM is the maximum amount of uranium available in any one year

for converter reactors.

If the uranium mining rate is limited then, for some scenarios, the

penetration calculation will yield a nuclear system that would need more

uranium than is available. The philosophy adopted in the program if ULIM

is specified is to run through the calculations without a restriction on

the uranium supply and then check if the imposed limit has been exceeded.

If it has, then the years when both half the limit is reached (IHALF) and

when the limit is first exceeded (LIM) are used to estimate the time

constant for an exponential growth from IHALF which will ensure a smooth

transition from the penetration results and the uranium limited results.

The calculations are then repeated; for years following IHALF the

converter reactor system is set at the value which requires the current

amount of uranium available. The limit is only approximately achieved

because the calculation of the limited converter system neglects the

inventory requirements of reactors built to replace retired ones.
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CARD NO. 9 IDEC, ALPHA!, BETA!, XIB, YEARB, RHO, ROH, GAMNEW

Format 1I2,7F1O.O

IDEC is the parameter that controls how the effect of decommissioning

of converter reactors is taken into account. With IDEC=1 the strategy

used in the program is to install advanced reactors as quickly as

possible, overriding the penetration results. As the advanced system

grows, eventually the size of the converter reactor system will begin to

decrease. When this happens, no more converters will be installed until

the stockpile of plutonium is exhausted'. All retiring converters will be

replaced by advanced reactors. If the time at which the penetration

results require a decrease in the size of the converter system occurs

before any converters are old enough to be retired, then the converter

system is held constant until the design lifetime is reached.

With IDEC=2 the effects of decommissioning are ignored. This option

assumes that a reactor can be switched instantaneously from a converter to

an advanced reactor, and vice versa. This is plausible for a reactor that

is designed to operate with either a natural uranium or a thorium fuel

cycle. The uranium commitments calculated by the program should be used

with caution since these are based on the assumption that once a converter

reactor is installed it will require natural uranium fuel for its full

design 1ifetime.

With IDEC=3 the size of the converter reactor system is controlled by

the results of the penetration calculations, even if this means that

retiring converters have to be replaced by new converters.
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With both IDEC=1 and IDEO3 the maximum rate of decrease of the

converter system is limited by the rate of increase that took place RLIFE

years before:

ALPHA1, BETA1 and XIB are the constants required to calculate the

plutonium stockpile generated by the nuclear system.

ALPHA1 is the net amount (in tonnes) of plutonium formed per

electrical exajoule cf converter reactor energy.

BETAl is the net amount (in tonnes) of plutoniurn obtained, per

exajoule of advanced energy.

BETAl 0 implies a breeder reactor

BETAl =0 implies a self-sufficient reactor

BETAl 0 implies an advanced reactor that requires additional

Plutonium

XIB is the inventory of plutonium (in tonnes) required per

electrical exajoule of advanced reactor energy

YEARB is the year when the advanced reactor is to be introduced into the

nuclear system. To obtain a nuclear system that consists only of

converter reactors, VEARB should be set to occur later than VEND.

RHO is the inventory of natural uranium (in tonnes) required per

electrical exajoule of energy from a thorium reactor system that

uses enriched U-235 instead of plutonium topping.

ROH is the annual operating requirement of natural uranium (in tonnes)

per electrical exajoule of energy from such a system.
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GAMNEW allows the penetration rate of the advanced reactor system to be

altered. I f ITYPE=2 or 5 then, for each scenario submitted, there

should be 4 or 5 cards No. 9 to give the advanced reactor

character ist ics. The t i t l e s and labels on the plots have been

defined assuming that these cards ere in the following order.

ITYPE=2

(D
(11)

(111)
(optional) ( iv)

Converters only in the nuclear system ( i . e . , YEARB>YEND)

Thorium cycle requiring a continual supply of plutonium from

the converter system ( i . e . BETA<0)

Sel f -suf f ic ient thorium cycle, BETA1=O

Breeder reactor, BETA1>O

(v) Advanced reactor using enriched U-235 instead of plutonium

ITYPE=5

(i) Converters only

(ii) An advanced reactor using a low enrichment U-235 fuel

(iii) An advanced reactor using a normal thorium fuel cycle

( iv) An advanced reactor using denatured thorium fuel

CARD NO. 10 SWUFAC Format 1F10.0

SWUFAC is the conversion factor to calculate the SWU requirements for

enriched U-235 from the uranium requirement of advanced reactors using

th is fue l .

I f RHO is zero then th is card is not needed.

Card No. 1 is read in by FURST

Cards 2-8 are read in by DATIN

Card Mo. 9 is read in by FURST

Card No. 10, i f required, is read in by REQ
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OUTPUT

The output from the program may be obtained as either printed tables

of numbers or plots, or both depending on the value assigned to ITYPE. In

this section we give details of the output.

PRINTED OUTPUT (ITYPE=0)

Two tables are printed. The first gives the energies generated

annually in the various sections; the second gives details of the resource

requirements necessary to produce the energies given in the first table.

In the first table the arrays printed out are:

ETOTAL giving the total energy demand (obtained by interpolation from the

input array EIN).

ELECT giving the energy obtained annually from electricity. Obtained

from ETOTAL via a penetration calculation.

ENUC giving the electrical energy generated by the nuclear system.

Obtained from ELECT via a penetration calculation.

ECON giving the electrical energy generated by the converter reactor

system.

EAD giving the electrical energy generated by the advanced reactor

system.
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ECON and EAD are initially obtained via a penetration calculation

from ENUC. The results so obtained may be changed by the effects of

decommissioning, limitation of natural uranium supply or availability of

plutonium.

The last column in this table is the cumulative total of the energy

generated by the nuclear system.

TO

All the energies are given in exajoules (10 joules), and where

appropriate, they are also given in gigawatts of installed capacity

assuming a load factor of 80%.

The arrays giving the resource requirements (in tonnes) are:

URAN the annual requirement of natural uranium for the converter

reactor system.

UCUM the current cumulative total of URAN.

COMMIT the amount of natura) uranium committed, assuming that once a

converter is installed it will be fuelled by natural uranium for

its design lifetime.

PLUT the net amount of plutonium available.

REP the amount of plutonium required to be available each year for the

advanced reactor system.

CUMREP the current cumulative total of REP.
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X the system burnup, i.e., the cumulative total of nuclear energy

produced per tonne of uranium used (including inventory).

Y the fuel utilization, i.e., the cumulative total of nuclear energy

produced per tonre of uranium used (not including inventory).

Z the fuel utilization factor, which is Y normalized at YSTAR.

ENINC the last column in the second table is the converter reactor

installation rate. This includes reactors which replace those

reaching the end of their design lifetime.

PLOTS

The simplest way to describe the plots that are available is by way

of some illustrative examples.

The following examples are based on the total energy demand scenarios

1 to 5 which are described in detail in references 2 and 3. Where only

one demand scenario is required then scenario 3, which has an average

annual growth rate of 2.7%, is used.

The input parameters are as follows.

1. YSTAR = 1970

YEND = 2060

RLIFE = 0 default value of 30 years

H = 0 means that the interval in the input of total energy demand

is the default value of 5 years.
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2. A = 1.0, B = 0.234, ALPHA = 0.03

i.e., it is assumed that eventually the fraction of total primary

energy devoted to electricity production will reach twice the level

existing in 1970 with a 3% penetration rate.

3. C = .0685, D = 0.6, BETA = 0.11

Penetration rate = 11% and of the electrical generating market Lhe

maximum fraction that nuclear energy can capture is 60%.

4. EBIN = 0.02 FM = 1.0, GAMMA = 9.98

The penetration rate of advanced reactors is 9%.

5. XMU = 5485, XNU = 7836, ULIM = 0

ULIM set at zero means that no limit is applied to the rate at which

uranium is made available.

6. IDEC, ALPHA!, BETA1, X1B, YEARB, RHO, ROH, GAMNEW.

IDEC is usually set equal to 3 (decommissioning to maintain

penetration results as much as possible).

YEARB is generally 2000 (except when no advanced reactor is required) .

GAMNEW is used only if the penetration rate for the advanced reactor is

different from that given by GAMMA previously. This may happen

when ITYPE=2 or 5 when a series of advanced reactor

characteristics are read in. All the other parameters on this

card depend on the reactor type.
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For the high burnup thorium cycle with plutonium ALPHA1 = 14.3

topping BETA1 = -5.3

XIB = 161.4

For the se l f -suf f ic ient thoriurr cycle ALPHA1 = 13.2

BETA1 = 0.

XIB = 237.0

For the fast breeder ALPriAl = 14.3

BETA1 = 6.0

XIB = 160.0

For the low enriched U-235 cycle RHO = 15436

ROH = 3749

For the standard thorium cycle with U topping RHO = 37695

ROH = 1117

For the denatured thorium cycle with U topping RHO = 41222

ITYPE=1 - Typical output for one scenario and advanced reactor system

This example uses scenario 3(2) and the high burnup thorium cycle

with plutonium topping.

Figure 5 shows the total energy demand, the total amount of

electrical energy to be generated, the electrical energies obtained by

nuclear power and that part generated by the advanced reactors.

Figure 6 shows the converter building rate (i.e., the building rate

of natural uranium reactors) necessary to maintain the system at the

levels calculated by the penetration model.
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Figure 7 shows the annual amount of uranium required.

Figure 8 shows the cumulative total of uranium used and the

cumulative total committed for use assuming that once a reactor using

natural uranium is installed it will continue using that fuel for all its

lifetime. When such a reactor has to be replaced a further commitment is

made.

Figure 9 shows the annual amount of plutonium required by the

advanced reactor-

Figure 10 shows the fuel utilization factor.

Comparing figures 11 and 5, it can be seen that the particular limit

chosen (13,500 t/a) does not affect the total amount of energy obtained

from the complete nuclear system but that portion supplied by the advanced

reactors has to be increased to compensate for the reduction of the

natural uranium system caused by limiting the uranium supply-

Figure 12 shows the reduction in the natural uranium reactor system.

This effect is demonstrated once more by the reduction in the building

rate of natural uranium reactors shown in figure 13. Figure 14 shows the

revised annual uranium requirements.

A comparison of figures 15 and 8 shows the effect of the imposed

limit on the total uranium requirements. It can be seen that the

commitment has been reduced by 15% by the year 2050.

Figure 16 shows the effect of the limited uranium supply on the

primary reprocessing rate. The necessary increase in the size of the

advanced reactor system to compensate for the reduction in the size of

the natural uranium reactor system means a considerable increase in the

initial rate of growth of the reprocessing industry.
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If the advanced reactor system is one which uses enriched uranium

instead of plutonium, then figures 9 and 10 are replaced by 2 figures, one

showing the annual SWU requirements and the other the cumulative total.

ITYPE=2 - Comparison of advanced fuel cycles

Figures 18 to 23 show the output obtained for the option ITYPE=2. In

this example the energy demand is given by scenario 3; the 5 reactor

systems compared are:

(i) natural uranium reactors (converters) only.

(ii) low enriched U-235 fuel as the advanced cycle, introduced in 1990.

(iii) high burnup thorium with plutonium topping as the advanced cycle,

introduced in 2000.

(iv) self-sufficient thorium with plutonium topping as the advanced

cycle, introduced in 2000.

(v) fast breeder as the advanced cycle, introduced in 2000.

Figure 18 compares the energies obtained from the advanced

cycle. Apart from the difference caused by the earlier introduction

of the low enriched uranium cycle the advanced cycle energies are the

same. It shows immediately that none of the advanced cycles ran into any

resource limits.

Figure 19 compares the annual uranium requirements.

Figure 20 compares the cumulative totals of uranium used.

Figure 21 compares the uranium commitments.

Figure 22 compares the amounts of plutonium that must be recovered

from the n«!.ural uranium spent fuel to supply the advanced reactors.

Figure 23 compares the efficiency of uranium usage via the fuel
utilization factor.
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ITYPE=3 - Comparison of scenarios

Figures 24 to 31 show the output obtained for ne advanced reactor

system (high burnup thorium fuel with plutonium topping) and five energy

demand scenarios, when ITYPE=3.

Figure 24 shows the total energy demand for all the scenarios.

Figure 25 shows the electrical energy demand for all the scenarios.

Figures 24 and 25 do not depend on the type of advanced reactor.

Figure 26 shows the total electrical energy obtained from the nuclear

system.

Figure 27 shows the energy from the natural uranium reactors for all

the scenarios.

Figure 28 shows the required nstallation rate for the natural uranium
reactors.

Figures 26 to 28 depend on the advanced reactor system only if the
limits on uranium and plutonium are reached.

Figure 29 shows the annual uranium requirements for the natural

uranium reactors.

Figure 30 shows the cumulative total of uranium used.

Figure 31 shows the annual amount of plutonium required from the

natural uranium spent fuel.
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ITYPE=4 - Comparison of fissile material requirements

Figure 32 shows the output obtained when ITYPE=4 for scenario 3 with

the high burnup thorium fuel cycle introduced in 2000. The cumulative

total of uranium used is plotted against the total of plutonium used,

every 5 years, starting at 2010, for a deries of penetration rates of the

avanced system, starting at 2% and increasing in 2% intervals.

As the penetration rate increases the amount of uranium required

decreases. With the higher values of penetration rate the installation of

advanced reactors is so rapid that the accumulated stockpile of plutonium

is quickly exhausted. In this event the amount of uranium used begins to

increase again as more natural uranium reactors are required. To avoid

confusion the plotting has been aborted as soon as the results for one

penetration rate crosses those of the next lower penetration rate, hence

the curves for the higher rates are terminated long before those of lower

rates. Isochronous lines are drawn through the points in 5 year

intervals, stating at 2010. With this plot it is immediately obvious

whether a particular scenario can be achieved with a given quantity of

uranium and the proposed advanced reactor and the penetration rate of the

advanced reactor that is necessary.

ITYPE=5 - Comparison of advanced reactor systems

Figures 33 to 37 show the output obtained for the option ITYPE=5. In

this example the energy demand is given by scenario 3 and the resource

requirements are compared for 4 reactor systems.
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(i) natural uranium reactor only.

(ii) low enriched U-235 as the advanced cycle, introduced in 1990.

(iii) normal thorium cycle using uranium topping, introduced in 2000.

(iv) denatured thorium cycle using uranium topping, introduced in 2000.

Figure 33 compares the annual natural uranium requirements.

Figure 34 gives the current cumulative totals and figure 35 shows the

current total commitments.

Figures 36 and 37 show the annual and current cumulative totals of

SWU required.
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Execution of the Program

The program is stored on permanent file. The card sequence to use

the program without modification is as follows:

JOBNAME (CM115000, Tl 0, B — )

ATTACH(LGO,FURST,ID=HATT0N)

LGO.

7/8/9

Users data

6/7/8/9

If the user wishes to modify any of the subroutines or to add another

plot routine instead of PSIX, the cards required are:

JOBNAME (CM115000, Tl 0, B — )

FTN.

ATTACH(BIN,FURST,ID=HATT0N)

REWIND(LGO)

COPYLM(BIN.LGO.NGO)

NGO.

7/8/9

New Subroutine

7/8/9

Users data

6/7/8/9
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Conclusions

FURST is a program that calculates the resource and industrial

(mining, reprocessing, reactor construction) requirements that are

necessary so that the nuclear power industry can satisfy its portion of a

postulated energy demand for the future.

The attempt has been made to put the nuclear contribution in the

perspective of the total energy scene by the successive use of the

Fisher/Pry penetration model. This is a deceptively simple way of

accounting for the complexities and difficulties of initiating and

expanding new industries.

In spite of the restriction embodied in the program that only a two

reactor system can be investigated, it is a flexible tool that can easily

be used to compare the effectiveness of possible strategies.
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ITYPE=1

Effect of a limited uranium supply rate.
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ITYPE=2

Comparison of'-advanced fuel cycles, using scenario 3' ' .
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ITYPE=3

Comparison of Scenarios.
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ITYPE=4

Comparison of f i ss i l e material requirements.
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ITYPE=5

Comparison of advanced reactor systems.
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